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Abstract 
The problems of finding an optimum arborescence of a given digraph with respect to an 
objective function obtained combining linearly two (or more) objective functions of various 
kinds arc studied. 
1. Introduction 
The computational complexity of optimum undirected spanning tree problems has 
been systematically explored in [2-41 by Camerini, Galbiati and one of the authors ot 
this paper (see also [S]). 
The extension of most of these results to the directed case, that is to spanning 
arborescences, rather than spanning trees, is often quite simple and it was not considered 
worth exploring systematically. 
An area however which has not been considered in the works mentioned above is 
that of problems which linearly combine two (or more) different objective functions: 
this work is a first step towards filling this gap. 
In Section 2 we present the general problem together with the various objective 
functions we want to consider: the rather limited number of these functions is justified. 
as we shall see, by the implications of previously obtained results. 
We focus on optimum spanning arborescence problems with respect to an objective 
function combining two simpler functions (and in general two different weightings 
of the graph): the NP-completeness results are presented in Section 3, whereas the 
problems which are solvable in polynomial time and efficient algorithms to solve some 
of them are given in Section 4. Section 5 elaborates on problems with objective function 
combining three or more objectives. 
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2. The general problem and the objective functions 
The recognition problems whose complexity status is addressed in this paper may 
be formulated in general as follows. 
Input: 
_ a digraph G = (N,A) with a special node p E N, 
_ a fixed number of objective functions defined over the set A of spanning arbores- 
cences of G having p as root, 
_ rational numbers 3.i such that 0 < Ai < 1, i = 1,2,. , k and Et, /li = 1; 
_ rational threshold t. 
Output: YES if there exists a spanning arborescence T E A rooted at p such that 
z := ki;z,(T)<t; 
NO, otherwise. 
The corresponding optimization problem asks for a spanning arborescence minimiz- 
ing z. Note that any optimal arborescence corresponds to a Pareto-optimal solution of 
the multicriteria problem (see e.g. [13]). 
There is of course an enormous number of possible objective functions whose com- 
bination would be worth considering because of obvious practical applications. Many 
of them however yield NP-complete problems even when used alone, as it is implied 
by the results of [l], reported for the reader’s convenience in Table 1. 
In the first column of this table w(S) indicates the sum of the weights of the arcs 
in set SC A (if S contains a single arc a we write ~(a) instead of ~({a})); ~-Q,(C) 
denotes the set of arcs of T in the (unique) path from the root p to another node 2: of 
the graph; fp(a, T) indicates the rooted ,flow of arc a, i.e. the number of paths of T 
from p to any other node utilizing arc a in T; &a, T) is a binary variable set to 1 if 
arc a is incident to a leaf of T, and 0 otherwise; finally o-+: is the cocycle of {u} that 
is the set of arcs incident to node L’ in the given arborescence. 
The complexity status of the problem with only one objective is reported in the fourth 
column of Table 1 by a * if solvable in polynomial time, and a ! if NP-complete. The 
fifth column points to the reference where the result of the third column has been 
proved unless it is trivial, in which case a “t” appears. 
Concerning Table 1 some further observations need to be made. First, all complexity 
results refer to the simplest weighting possible: w(u) is a non-negative integer. In this 
work about the complexity of multicriteria arborescences, this simple weighting will 
always be assumed. 
Second, it is easy to verify that 
c [w(a>.f,(a, VI = (,gN w(qdu)), 
LIET 
(1) 
Objective function Name Awonym 
MAXARC 
SUMARC 
MAXROOTEDFLOW 
MINROOTEDFLOW 
SUMROOTEDFLOW 
MAXROOTEDPATH 
MINROOTEDPATH 
SUMLEAF 
MAXLEAF 
MINLEAF 
MINVALENCE 
MAXVALENCE 
Ma 
Ca 
Mrf 
mrf 
Crf 
Mrp 
mrp 
rl 
Ml 
ml 
m\ 
M\ 
so that there is no need to speak of the objective function on the r.h.s. 
(SUMROOTEDPATH) since this is the same as that on the 1.h.s. (SUMROOTED- 
FLOW). 
In the following, we will obviously consider convex combinations only of those 
objective functions which correspond to problems that are polynomially solvable when 
used alone according to Table 1. A last remark regards the two last easy objectives of 
Table I, MINLEAF and MINVALENCE: it is easy to see that these, when the weights 
are positive integers, are special case of MINROOTEDFLOW, and therefore only this 
last objective function will be taken into account. In the next sections we shall therefore 
be concerned about problems combining the following objective functions: Ma, >:a, mrf, 
Crf, Mrp, mrp. 
3. Combining two objective functions 
With respect to the general formulation reported at the beginning of Section 2 we 
have k = 2 so that 
z = AZ, + (1 - Jb)z*, 
where 0 <i < I and z, E {Ma,Ca, mrf, Crf, Mrp, mrp}. Each of these problems will be 
therefore identified giving the corresponding pair of objective functions: for instance. 
(Ca 1 Mrp) indicates the problem for which zt is given by the sum of the weights of 
the arcs of T and z2 is the length of the longest path from p to any other node of 
T. We assume that the two objective functions are computed with respect to different 
integer weightings. 
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Ma Ca 
=I 
mrf Crf Mrp mrp 
Ma 
Ca 
mrf 
Crf 
Mrp 
mrp 
* * * * * * 
* ! ! I * 
* * ! * 
* , * 
1 * 
* 
The complexity results proved in this paper are summarized in Table 2. 
The six NP-completeness results of Table 2 are obtained via a polynomial-time 
reduction from either one of the two following well-known NP-complete problems [7]. 
EXACT COVER BY 3-SETS (X3C) 
Input: 
~ a set S of 3q elements, 
- a collection C of s subsets cj of S of 3 elements each (s > q). 
Output: YES if there exists an “exact cover” of S, that is a subset C’ of C such 
that / C’ / = q and each element of S is contained in 
NO, otherwise. 
SATISFIABILITY (SAT) 
Input: A boolean formula in conjunctive normal 
{Xl ,.‘., X,,?r )...) &}. 
one of the subsets of C’. 
form over the set of variables 
O~t~~u~~ YES if the formula is satisfiable, i.e. if there exists an assi~ment of values 
TRUE and FALSE to the variables such that each clause of the form is satisfied (i.e. 
contains at least one true variable) without assigning the same value to a variable and 
its complement. 
NO otherwise. 
Theorem 3.1. P~ub~e~ {Ca/Crf) is NP-cowydete. 
Proof. From the input data of an instance of X3C we form a digraph with the following 
rules (see Fig. 1): 
3q := 9 
Fig. I. Reduction of X3C to (CalCrf) 
‘v := {p,r)USUC; 
A := ((4): i E C:,j E S,j E c;} u {(p,i),(r,i): i E c} u {(p,x,}; 
W,(a) := 
4, a = (p, i), i E c, 
0. otherwise ; 
i.:= l/2; t:=7q+2s+ 1. 
In 7’ let X(T) be the set of immediate successors of p other than x; let Y(T) be 
the set of those nodes in S that are descendants of 2; Iet x = jX( 7’)/ and _t’ = /Y(T)/. 
One has 3x334 - y, since in T there are 3q - y = /S - Y(T)1 arcs from X( I”) to 
S and no more than three arcs go out of each node of X(T). Then ZI = 4x, z? = 
2( I +x i- 2( 3q - y) + 2(s - .x) f 3~). Combining these two functions with A = I /2 we 
have z = 2.x + 1 ix + 2(3q - y) + 2(s - x) + 3-v = s + _V -t h. where h = 6cf + 2s + 1 
is a constant. 
it follows that, if z* is the optimal value of (CajCrfj (in optimization form), a lower 
bound of zz is given by 
M’f =min{x+_~+h: (X,JJ) E R2, 3.r-i-?/33q, ~30. ~30). 
The unique optimal solution to this problem is x* = q, jv* = 0, and thus IV* = y+i?. 
Therefore, the following statements are equivalent: 
__ the instance of (CajCrf) is a YES instance; 
~~ n,7=  z*; 
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_ there is a spanning arborescence T such that IX(T)1 = q and 1 Y(T)1 = 0 (see the 
set of wiggly arcs in Fig. 1); 
~ the given instance of X3C is a YES instance (an exact covering is actually given 
by X(T)). 0 
Theorem 3.2. Problem (CalMrp) is NP-complete. 
Proof. The reduction utilizes again X3C and the graph is the same used in Theorem 
3.1, but for the weightings of the arcs, which are as follows: 
w,(a) := 
1, a = (p,i), i E C, 
0, otherwise; 
wz(u) := 1, Vu E A. 
The objective function is given by 
z = il{(p,i) E T: i # cf}I + (1 - L)tnea; 17cP(v)l. 
We look for values of i and t such that any minimum weight arborescence T has 
no more than q arcs from p to the nodes of C (see again Fig. 1) and have no path 
from p with more than 2 arcs. 
We note that the nodes of S are going to be certainly leaves of T, since no arc is 
coming out of them, and that they may be reached through paths of 2 or 3 arcs, the 
second kind employing arc (p, ‘N). Call T of the jirst kind if every path from p to a 
leaf has length 2 and of the second kind if some of these paths has length 3. Choose 
0 < ,4 < l/(s + 1). Then 2s < 1 - 1.. Set the threshold t := 2-q + 2( 1 - 2). We claim 
that the minimum z* of z is always attained by an arborescence of the first kind. In 
fact, let T, be any arborescence of the first kind and T2 any arborescence of the second 
kind. Using the same notations as in Theorem 3.1, we have 
z(Tl) =I,IX(T1)1+2(1 -i)<;ls+2(1 -3,) < 3(1 -3,) 
<I,lX(T2)l + 3(1 - I.) = z(Tz). 
Thus, the claim is proved. Since IX(T, )I 3 q for every arborescence T, of the first 
kind, one has z* 3 2q + 2( 1 + IL), the equality holding iff IX(T1 )I = q. Therefore, the 
following statements are equivalent: 
_ the instance of @a IMrp) is a YES instance; 
- z* = 3,q + 2( 1 ~ n>; 
_ there is a spanning arborescence T, of the first kind such that IX(T,)I = q; 
_ the instance of X3C is a YES instance (an exact cover is given by X(T1)). 0 
Theorem 3.3. Problem (Mrp I Mrp) is NP-complete. 
Proof. For this proof we are going to use SAT; let L be the set of the 2n literals xI,Xi 
and C the set of clauses. We construct a corresponding instance of the arborescence 
cjx 
J I 
c 3x 
; ’ 
Fig. 2. Basic structure to reduce SAT tu (Mrp 1 Mrp) 
problem by defining a digraph G = (N, A) with N = {/I} U L U C. The arc set ,-I 
contains: 
~ an arc (;,ci) for each clause c, and for each literal < in c,; 
~ an arc (<,e) from each literal [ to its complement r (rzull arc); 
~ an arc (11, t) from p to each literal <. 
The weights are q(u) := W?(U) := 0 for each null arc a. while for the remaining arcs 
it is 
1 
w,(a) := 
if a = (p,Xj) or a = (X,,C,), 
0 otherwise; 
%(,a) := I - w,(u). 
Finally, we set A := l/2 and t := 1. 
Less formally, we may say that G is constructed by repeating the basic structure of 
Fig. 2 as much as needed. The inclusion of an arc (x,,~,) in T, for some c,, corresponds 
to assign the value TRUE to the literal x,, in the boolean formula. 
Observe that (a) all nodes ci, representing clauses, must be leaves of T; (b) the 
immediate predecessor of a node c’, is a node x, or X, such that the corresponding 
literal is in clause c;; (c) no path exists between nodes X, and .~A (or between Y, and 
ok) with i # k. 
From the above observations it follows that a path from 11 to C, is either a 2- 
arc path such as (/1,x,, cj) and (p,XI,c,), or a 3-arc path such as (p,x,,Y,. c,) and 
(/-).Z,,.r,,c,). In both cases the objective function. for these paths, evaluates to I. 
Note also that either arc (Xl,x;) or arc (xi,X-,) can be added to the 2-arc paths with- 
out increasing the weight of the maximum path and hence the objective function 
value. Moreover, any arborescence which contains both arcs (x,,L;) and (Y,, CA ). for 
some ,j and k, has weight greater than 1 so a feasible solution of the (Mrp ( Mrp] 
problem cannot include both of them. This fact implements the constraint that a 
feasible assignment must not give a value TRUE both to a variable and to its 
complement. 
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*i 
Fig. 3(a). Arborescence of type 1 
Fig. 3(b). Arborescence of type 2 
Actually, the spanning arborescences with z = 1 can be characterized as follows: 
1. arborescences where all paths from the root to a leaf have length 3 (arborescences 
of type 1, see Fig. 3(a)); 
2. arborescences where all paths from the root to a leaf have length 2 and all non-null 
arcs carry the same pair of weights (arborescences of type 2, see Fig. 3(b)). 
Both types yield a truth assignment; type 2 yields a very special kind of truth 
assignment, i.e., either x1 = x2 = . = x, = TRUE or xr = x2 = .. . = x, = FALSE. 
On the other hand, any given truth assignment can always be obtained from a suitable 
arborescence of type 1. 0 
Theorem 3.4. Problem (mrf IMrp) is NP-complete. 
Proof. Let us associate with X3C a graph of the kind exemplified in Fig. 4, that is with 
N := {p,cc,~,~}USUC; 
A := {(i,j>: i E C, j E S, j E c;} U {(cx,i),(y,i>: i E C} U {(~,~>>(~>~),(fi>r>); 
w,(u) := 1, a = (P, x>, 
M, otherwise, 
w2(u) := l,Va E A, 
where M is a sufficiently large number. 
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Fig. 4. Reduction of X3C to (mrflMrp). 
This implies that the minimum rooted flow will be in arc a = (p, z). In T let X(T) 
be the set of immediate successors of c( and let Y(T) be the set of those nodes in S that 
are descendants of x. Let TI and T2 be two spanning arborescences with the maximum 
length path having 3 and 4 arcs, respectively. In Ti all nodes of S are descendants of 
CI so lY(Tl)l =3q, IX(T1)1>q. We choose 1. such that 0 < 2 < l.i(l +s+3q), so 
z(T,) =A(1 +X(T,)+3g)+3(1 - 2) < 1+3(1 -2) 
=)++4(1-A)<i,(l+X(T2)+Y(T2))+4(1 -i.)=z(T?). 
Thus, the minimum z* of z is always attained by an arborescence Tl with a maximum 
length path having 3 arcs. It follows that z* 3 2( 1 + q + 3q) + 3( 1 - I.), the equality 
holding iff 1X( T, )I = q. Setting the threshold t = i( 1 + 4q) + 3( 1 - j.) we have that 
the following statements are equivalent: 
~ the instance of (mrfjMrp) is a YES instance; 
- _7* =).(I +4q)+3(1 -i); 
~ there is a spanning arborescence TI with a maximum length path having 3 arcs and 
with 1X( T, )I = y; 
_ the instance of X3C is a YES instance (an exact cover is given by X( T, )). 7 
Corollary 3.5. Problem (Crf I Mrp) is NP-complete. 
Proof. The same construction of Theorem 3.4 applies, but for M-‘I (a) = 1 if a = (0, ZI) 
and 0 otherwise. Kl 
Theorem 3.6. Problem (Calmrf) is NP-complete. 
Proof. We return to the representation of an instance of X3C by the graph of Fig. 1 to 
which we add a star of s new arcs and nodes from each node representing an element 
of S. Once we have defined A4 as a sufficiently large number we weight all arcs by 
(0,M) except for the arcs coming out of the root p: (p,r) are given weights (0, 1) 
and all other arcs (p, i). i # 2 are given weights ( 1, M). We use the same notation as 
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procedure ALPHA (N,A,p,wl,a,X,t) : 
2:=03; 
let FP be the set of arcs of G coming out of p; 
for each a E F, do 
begin 
A’ := A - {b E F’, : w,(b) < ~~(a)}; 
in G’ = (N,A’) find a spanning arborescence rooted at p, if any, mini. 
mizing the objective function Q and containing arc a; 
if such arborescence exists then let W be its objective function value 
else set W := co; 
z := min{z,Awl(a) + (1 - X)W} 
end ; 
if z 5 t then return YES else return NO 
Fig. 5. Naive algorithm for (mrp 1 E) with o[ E {Ma, xa, mrf, xrf, Mrp,mrp}. 
in Theorem 3.1. We have 3x 33q - y since no more than three arcs go out of each 
node of C. Then z1 = x, ~2 = 1 + (s - x) + y + ys. Combining these two functions 
with 1, = 213 we obtain 
z= $+;(I +s-x+y+ys)= i(I +s+x+y+ys). 
It follows that if Z* is the optimal value of (Zaimrf) in optimization form, a lower 
bound of Z* is given by 
W* =min{i(l +s+x+y+_ys): (x,y)eR2, 3x+y&3q, x30, ~120). 
The unique optimal solution to this problem is x* = 4, y* = 0, and thus 
w* = f( 1 + s + 4). Setting the threshold t := f( 1 + s + q) we have that the following 
statements are equivalent: 
_ the instance of (Calmrf) is a YES instance; 
~ w* =;z+; 
- there is a spanning arborescence T such that [X(T)/ = q, /Y(T)1 = 0; 
~ the instance of X3C is a YES instance (an exact cover is given by X(T)). q 
4. Easy problems 
The following elementary observations prove that the problems of Table 2 identified 
with the symbol *, but two, are polynomial. The remaining two problems are proved 
to be solvable in polynomial time in Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.4. 
Since for the sake of simplicity we have assumed that the graph weightings are 
non-negative integers, the minimum rooted path (mrp) will consist of a single arc out 
of p. Hence, the naive algorithm of Fig. 5 solves (mrpia) with CY f {Ma, t_;a,mrf, Crf, 
Mrp, mrp2. 
We can solve problems (Ma/ p) with p E (Ma, Ca, mrf, Crf, Mrp, mrp} using a mod- 
ification of algorithm ALPHA obtained by extending the main loop to each arc a E A, 
defining A’ := A - {b E ,4,1+(b) > w;r(a)} and setting K = p. 
The problem (Ca 1 ZZa) is obviously equivalent to the classical minimum spanning 
arborescence problem with the combined weighting \V(CZ) := i.14.l (a) + ( I - i. )I(‘:( LI ): 
for an efficient implementation of Edmonds’ algorithm [6] for this problem see 19. I 11. 
The same observation applies to (Crf /Crf) and because of ( 1) can be solved by any 
standard technique to find a shortest path tree [5]. 
We now describe efficient polynomial algorithms to solve the single objective prob- 
lems (mrf) and (Ma). 
To solve (mrf) we can identify, for each node ,j the set Vi of the nodes which can be 
reached from the root only going through node j. To determine the set I’, we considel 
a digraph G“ = (N, A’) obtained from G‘ removing all the arcs outcoming from node 
j. Performing a depth first search we can label in 0( IAl) all the nodes which can be 
reached from the root without visiting node j: the set C, is given by the unlabelled 
nodes. Repeating the procedure for each node we determine all the V, sets in 0( iN 11.4 1). 
Finally, it is sufficient to find the node k such that ~t~(a)lV~ 1 is a minimum. with 
arc LI being the minimum weight arc entering k. The optimal arborescence is given by 
any arborescence including arc u and with the subarborescence rooted at li containing 
exactly the nodes in Vk. Once the sets k;(j C: N \ {II}) are known, finding node k and 
constructing the optimal arborescence require O( IN i + IA () time so the complexity of 
the overall algorithm is 0( (Nl (A 1). 
The hottlcwck arborescence problem (Ma) can be solved by the Prims’ algorithm 
[12], but also by a modified Edmonds’ algorithm [6]. as stated in the following: 
Proof. Given the arborescence produced by the modified Edmonds’ algorithm, let (i..i) 
be the arc which has the maximum cost and let S be the strong conlponent considered 
when arc (i,j) was chosen. Since the modified algorithm always considers the origi- 
nal costs, the weight w(i,,j) is the minimum value of any arc in the p-cut (,Y\S. S’). 
Therefore to connect the root to the set S it is necessary to pay at least \tx(i,j). 
The two remaining polynomial problems of Table 2 to consider are (mrf ! mrf) and 
(Crf 1 mrf). 
Theorem 4.2. Problem (mrf Imrf) is solaahle in polyncmiol tirnr 
Proof. We show that the optimization version of (mrflmrf), i.e. the problem of finding 
a spanning arborescence T which minimizes the obiective function z = i minuc r M’I( LI ) 
,f,(u, I”)+ (1 - i.)minhCT IA+(~) ,fp(h, T), is solvable in polynomial time. 
Let Z(U, h) = ;wl(~)J’~(a, T) + (1 - i)w2(h)fi,(h. T) and observe that minimizing z 
over T t A is equivalent to determine 
Use, min(=(a,b): T E A, {a,b} C T) 
, 3 
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case (A) 
case (B) 
Fig. 6. Alternative cases in the proof of Theorem 4.2 
To prove the theorem it is enough to consider all possible pairs of arcs a, b E A 
(including a E b) and determining z*(u, b) = min(z(a, 6): T E A, {a, b} & T) in 
polynomial time. 
Let a := (i,j), b := (h,k) and define 
Vy := (8 E N : any path in G from p to L goes through node y} U {y}, y E N; 
V,, := {f E N : & @ V, U vk and any path in G from p to d either goes through 
j or k}. 
The nodes in set 5 (resp. vk) can be reached from the root only with a path which 
goes through node j (resp. k) while the nodes in vjk can be reached alternatively from 
j or k. Note that sets Vj and vk, by definition, are either disjoint or one enclosed in 
the other. We have three cases: 
(A) a path exists from p to j (resp. k) without using k (resp. j); 
(B) all paths from p to k use j; 
(C) all paths from p to j use k. 
For a pictorial representation see Fig. 6. 
In case (A) we have 
z*(a,b)=lwi(a) 1 Vj 1 +(I - l)WI(b)l vk ( fmin(i~~l(u),(l - i)Wz(b))I vjk 1, 
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procedure GAMMA (IV, A, p, wl, 7, X, t) : 
find an arborescence 2’ optimal with respect to the objective function -, 
and let W be its value; 
z := co ; 
let F, be the set of arcs of G coming out of p; 
for each (p, j) E F, do 
begin 
let (k, j) E T be the unique arc going into j and T’ = T\(k, j) u (p,~): 
compute the value W’ of 7” with respect to the objective function 7; 
3 := min{2,Xwl(p,j) + (1 - X)W’} 
end ; 
if z < t then return YES else return NO 
Fig. 7. Efficient algorithm for (mrp 1 Ma) and (mrp 1 Ea) 
in case (B) we note that Vk c V,, Vi, = 0 so we have 
z*(a,b) = ).!&{(a) 1 q 1 +(I - i.)WZ(b) 1 vk / 
Case (C) is handled as case (B). q 
In order to prove that (Crf Imrf) is polynomially solvable we need the following: 
Theorem 4.3. Given u diyraph G = (N, A) and the taco objectives .fimc.tion,s h(T) 
(T E -A) and /(a, T) (T E A, a E T), then 
(2) 
Proof. For each arborescence T t A and each arc a E T the value h(T) + /(a, T) is 
greater or equal to both of the 1.h.s. and of the r.h.s. of (2). Moreover, there certainly 
exist two arborescences I”‘, T” and two arcs a’ E T’, u” E T” such that 
h( T’) + /(a’, T’) = @;{h( T) + tnnp !(a, T)}. 
NT”) + /(a”, T”) = ~5 _njy~~ {h(T) + /(b, T,}. 
From the above relations follows immediately the identity (2). 0 
Corollary 4.4. Problem (Crf 1 mrf) is pol~ynomiully solcuhle. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 4.3 with h(T) := i CaET ~~(u),f‘,,(u, T) and /(a, 7’) := 
(1-i,)wz(u)f,,(u, T). The inner minimum in the r.h.s. of (2) corresponds to the problem 
(Crf) with arc b imposed and weights j.w,(a) for each arc a # b and i-w,(b) + (1 - 
iL)ti12(b) for arc b. Let b = (i,j): the problem can be solved by any (polynomial) 
algorithm for (Crf) when all arcs (h,j). h # i and (i, k ), k # j, are removed from the 
arcsetA. q 
We now return to the problems (mrp I y) with y E {Ma, Xa}. The two problems can 
be efficiently solved with procedure GAMMA of Fig. 7 which is a modified version 
of the general procedure ALPHA. 
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To prove that procedure GAMMA is correct, it is sufficient to prove that the ar- 
borescence T’ defined in the main loop is optimal if arc (p,j) is imposed. 
Theorem 4.5. Let T be the optimal spanning urborescence with root p and with 
respect to the obj’ectice fintion ;’ E {Ma,Ca} und let (k, j) E T be the unique arc of 
T going into j. The new clrborescence T’ = T\(k, j) U (p, j) is the optimal spanning 
Ltrhorescence tf arc (p, j) is imposed in the solution. 
Proof. 
Objectitle ,function Ma. Let we identify with W the value of arborescence T; we 
must consider two cases. 
Cuse 1: w(k,j) < W (arc (k, j) is not the bottleneck arc in T). The weight of the 
arborescence T’ is W’ = max{ W,w(p,j)}. If W’ = W then T’ is optimal since T is 
the optimal arborescence without additional constraints, otherwise W’ = w(p, j) and T’ 
is optimal again since (p, j) is imposed in the solution. 
Case 2: w(k, j) = W (urc (k, j) is a bottleneck clrc in T). For any spanning arbores- 
cence H, let z(H) = max{w(,) : a E H}. If w(p, j) < W then T’ would be optimal 
even without additional constraints. So assume w(p, j) > w(k, j) = W. Since W >w(a) 
for each a E T’ \ (p, j), one has z( T’) = w(p, j). Furthermore, for any T” containing 
(p, j), one has z( T”) >w(p, j) = z(T’). It follows that T’ is an optimal arborescence 
when (p, j) is imposed. 
Objective function Ca. Given a spanning arborescence H, set z(H) = xaEH w(a). 
Suppose that there is some spanning arborescence T” containing (p, j) such that z(T”) 
< z(T’). Let T* = T” \ (p,j) U (k, j). Th en T* is also a spanning arborescence of G 
and 
z(T*)=z(T”)-w(p,j)+w(k,j) <z(T’)-w(p,j)+w(k,j)=z(T) 
against the optimality of T. Hence T’ is optimal when arc (p, j) is imposed. 0 
The time complexity of procedure GAMMA is O(INIIAI). Indeed, the computation 
of arborerescence T can be done in 0( INIIAI) t’ ime (see [9] and Lemma 4.1) while 
the main loop performs at most INI - 1 iterations and the computation of W’ can be 
done in constant time (see proof of Theorem 4.5). 
The problem (mrp ) mrf) can be efficiently solved by procedure DELTA given in 
Fig. 8. 
Theorem 4.6. Procedure DELTA correctly solves problem (mrp)mrf). 
Proof. Let (p, j) be the arc which produces the MINROOTEDPATH value, when the 
weights are multiplied by i, and (r,s) be the arc associated with the MINROOTED- 
FLOW when only this objective function, multiplied by ( 1 - n), is considered. If j # s 
or (p,j) = (Y,s) it is always possible to find an optimal arborescence including arcs 
(T,s) and (p, j) and with the minimum number of nodes in the subarborescence rooted 
at s. 
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procedure DELTA (N. A, p, w,, wz, X, t) : 
for each i E N \ {p} do 
begin 
determine the set r/; of the nodes which can be reached from the 
root only going through node i by applying a depth first labelling 
technique to digraph G’ = (lV,rl’) with ,+I’ = ,S\{(;,j) E A}; set 
K = q u {i}; 
end 
Find (~~5) : wz(~,s)IK/ = min(h.~)EAtuz(h,~)ll/t/; 
Find b,j) : wb,j) = miq,,+=.v WI(P, k); 
if j # s or (r,s) E (p,j) then 
- := XIL’,(p,j) + (1 - X)u??(r,s)lV,I; 
else 
Find $2 : u)~ (P, j2) = min(,,k)EA.k+J IL’I(P, k); 
z := min{z,Xw,(p,j2) t (1 - X)wz(r,s)ll/;j}; 
Find (r?,s2) : w~(~~,s~)IV,~/ = m’n(h,l;),A,(h.k)#(~,~) wZ(k k)lr/,l; 
i _- - ‘- min{z,Xw,(p,j) + (I - X)w~(r2,sS)lV,~I}; 
endif 
if i < t then return YES else return NO 
Fig, 8. Eficient algorithm for (mrp j mrf) 
Otherwhise (j = S) the optimal arborescence either includes arc (p,j) or arc (v..s). 
On the contrary consider an optimal spanning arborescence T. Let (p, k) and ( p, y) 
be the two arcs corresponding to the MINROOTEDPATH and to the MINROOTED- 
FLOW, respectively, and suppose k # s, (p,q) $ (7,s). Let 17, be, as in the proof 
of the above Theorem 4.2, the set of the nodes reachable from /, only going through 
node s. Since k +Z V, we can find an improving arborescence T’ with arcs (p. k) and 
(I.,s) included, and only the nodes in p; being descendants of s. Let z(T) and z( T’) 
be the objective function value of arborescences T and T’, respectively. By hypothesis. 
arc (Y,s) is associated with the MINROOTEDFLOW when only this objective function 
is considered; it follows that z( T’) <z( r). 
From the above observations we have that the problem can be solved by choosing 
the best between the two solutions obtained: (i) imposing arc (Y,s) and determining the 
arc (different form (p,j)) corresponding to the new MINROOTEDPATH; (ii) imposing 
arc (p. j) and determining the new arc corresponding to the MINROOTEDFLOW. 1 
The complexity of the loop in procedure DELTA is I.4 1 times IN 1, therefore the over- 
all complexity of the procedure is 0( INI IAl), better than the naive algorithm ALPHA 
which requires to solve INI times the problem (mrf) having complexity 0( INi IAl ). 
5. Some further remarks 
It is tempting to continue to analyze what happens when more than two objectives 
are combined, but most results are easy consequences of the considerations already 
presented in the previous sections. In particular, it is possible to prove that Theorem 
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4.2 and Corollary 4.4 may be generalized to any fixed number of mrf objectives, albeit 
with cumbersome and tedious argumentations. 
It is worth comparing Table 2 with the results of [4] and observing that in some 
cases the linear combination of objectives yields problems solvable in polynomial time, 
whereas the separate bounding of the objectives (or equivalently the minimization of 
one of them considering the other as a constraint) yields an NP-hard problem (e.g. 
(mrf Imrf), (Crf Imrf)). 
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